
NSU Hazard Communication 
Safety Training 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires employers to have a written hazard communication plan.  The plan demonstrates the employer’s commitment to helping employees work safely with the chemicals that are used in the workplace.Today’s class will discuss the chemicals in the workplace, how to determine chemical hazards, and how to protect yourself from those hazards.



GROUND RULES
• Bathrooms are located,…

• Please ensure you print and sign your name on the 
Attendance Log

• Please raise hand if you have a questions

• Please silence all cell phones.  Please leave the room 
if you must take or place a call.

• Relax and enjoy!!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Locations of bathroomsPlease raise hands if you have a question(s).Break Schedule if applicable.Please silence all cell phones.  Please leave room if you have to take or place a call.



Hazard Communication Goals

• Right to know and chemical 
hazards

• PPE, first aid, and spills/leaks

• Labels and SDS (MSDS) Sheets 

• Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:Are there any questions?  Does everyone understand PPE, first aid, and spill/leak response?Let’s move on to the next topic.



Right to Know
• OSHA created the Hazard Communication 

Standard (GHS) to help ensure your safety 
when working with hazardous chemicals

• You have a RIGHT TO KNOW about the 
hazardous chemicals you use on the job and 
how to work safely with those chemicals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:OSHA has created the Hazard Communication Standard to help ensure your safety when working with chemicals.The Hazard Communication Standard requires employee training to include:A discussion of the operations that use hazardous chemicals at your companyHow to detect the presence or release of a hazardous chemicalA discussion of the physical and health hazards of chemicalsHow employees can protect themselves from the hazardous chemicalsThis training module will cover the basics of all the required topics.  Feel free to ask questions during the presentation if anything is unclear or needs further explanation.



GHS Introduction Video
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxxWmi

HKBpI      
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGS0-

hWmu0I
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT4Zjakx

wBo 3min-Ready
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YezoFReh

iYM 3min-Container

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video is a short GHS Introduction that explains why MSDS forms were changed to the new GHS Sheets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGS0-hWmu0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGS0-hWmu0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT4ZjakxwBo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YezoFRehiYM


Close Encounters with Chemicals

We encounter chemicals 
almost every day
•Filling your vehicle with 

gasoline
•Cleaning the bathroom
•Applying pesticides or 

insecticides
•Using solvents or acids at 

work

Many chemicals 
can cause injury 

or illness 
if not handled 

properly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background for the Trainer:Have employees give examples of chemicals that they use at work and at home.Ask the class if a chemical has ever caused them to feel sick (hangovers from too much alcohol don’t count).Ask the class if they have ever burned their skin or eyes with a chemical.Speaker’s Notes:These are all examples of why we are conducting this class.  We want you to be able to work safely with hazardous chemicals at work and at home.  As long as you understand the hazards and know how to protect yourself from these hazards, working with chemicals can be done safely.



Hazard Communication Standard

• Determine a chemical’s 
hazards

• Provide labels and 
MSDSs

Chemical 
manufacturers 

must:

• Provide a hazard 
communication program

• Maintain MSDSs 
• Train on the use of 

hazardous materials

Employers 
must: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:Chemical manufacturers must:Determine physical and health hazards of each product they makeLabel all containersMake and provide MSDSEmployers must have and make the following available to employees:A written hazard communication programA list of the hazardous chemicals that the company usesMSDSTraining that teaches employees:About the Hazard Communication StandardAbout chemicals that are used in the workplaceTo recognize, understand, and use labels and MSDSsTo use safe procedures



Hazard Communication Standard (cont.)

• Read labels and 
MSDSs

• Follow employer 
instructions and 
warnings

• Identify hazards 
before starting a job

• Participate in 
training

Employees 
must:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:As with any program, the Hazard Communication Standard will not be effective without the participation of all employees.You should know where MSDSs are located and how to find the MSDS for a specific chemical.  You should also know how to pull out important information such as the health hazards, symptoms of exposure, and how to protect against those hazards (i.e., using PPE).Once you know what PPE to wear when using the chemical, you must follow the instructions and warnings on the MSDS or label.  This means no shortcuts.  Wear the required PPE.



GHS Label-Pictograms 
Update Video Links

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-
56meby9fw 2.3 min

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaL6gZok
Ass 2.4 min

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYRqTbV
Kwzo 8 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-56meby9fw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaL6gZokAss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYRqTbVKwzo


Routes of Entry

Skin and eye contact-itchiness, blisters, hives 
caused by solvents, degreasers, corrosives, 
chromates

Inhalation-action of breathing in a hazardous 
chemical can cause headaches, nausea, 
dizziness, lung damage

Swallowing-contact with food or smoking, not 
openly drinking Hazardous Chemical

Penetration (skin absorption)-introduction of a 
chemical with a needle. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:Skin and eye contact:  Irritation (e.g., itchiness, blisters) caused by solvents, degreasers, soaps;  burns caused by corrosives;  internal reactions (e.g., toxins) caused by hydrocarbon solvents;  and allergic reactions (e.g., hives) caused by chromates or nickel.Inhalation:  Headache, nausea, dizziness, lung damage.Swallowing:  This usually means contact with food or smoking, not openly drinking a hazardous chemical.  Nausea, vomiting, dizziness, liver or kidney damage.Penetration:  The introduction of a chemical with a needle.



Chemical Exposure
Dosage-quantity of 

hazardous chemical that 
an average employee can 

safely be exposed in 8 
hour workday 

(permissible levels-
PEELS)  Levels set by 

OSHA

Acute effects-rashes, 
burns, respiratory 

irritation, poisoning

Chronic effects-
allergies, lung-liver 

damage, cancer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChrSpeaker’s Notes:Dosage:  The MSDS will list the dosage, or exposure level, allowed for each hazardous chemical.  These exposure levels are typically called permissible exposure levels (Peels) as set by OSHA or threshold limit values (TLVs) as recommended by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) and refer to the quantity of hazardous chemical that an average employee can safely be exposed to in an eight-hour workday.  This is just like your doctor telling you to �take one pill every eight hours.  If you take two pills in an eight-hour period, you �are technically overdosing and could suffer some side effects.  The company works to maintain exposure levels below these levels with engineering controls, ventilation, PPE, etc.  Acute effects:  These are short-term effects or symptoms that disappear once the victim is no longer exposed to the chemical.  They include rashes, burns, respiratory irritation, and poisoning.  Chronic effects:  These are long, nurng-term effects that develop over a long period of exposure.  They include allergies, lung or liver damage, cancer, etc.  



Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE)

• Dust masks and respirators
• Glasses, goggles, 

and face shields
• Hearing protection
• Gloves
• Foot protection
• Head protection
• Aprons or full-body suits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background for the Trainer:Discuss areas in your company in which the following PPE would be used.  If several different types of PPE are offered, discuss each type.Speaker’s Notes:Dust masks and respirators:  Used when working in environments with hazardous dusts, vapors, liquids, or gases.  Remember, anyone who uses a respirator as part of the normal job function must be involved in a respirator training program.Glasses, goggles, and face shields:  Used when working around equipment that cuts, grinds, shears, etc., and also when working with hazardous liquids that may splash. Remember, regular prescription glasses do not meet the requirements of safety glasses.  Obtain prescription safety glasses.Hearing protection:  Used when working with noisy equipment or in a high noise area.  Remember, employees who must work in a high noise area (as defined by OSHA) must be involved in a hearing protection program.Gloves:  There are many types of gloves to protect from many hazards including, but not limited to, hazardous chemicals. Foot protection:  Used when working with hazardous chemicals that may splash onto the feet.  Head protection:  Might include hard hats or hoods to protect from chemical splashes or exposure. Aprons or full-body suits:   Provide protection against splashes. A fully encapsulating suit protects against splashes, dust, gases, and vapors 



Hazardous Materials First Aid

Eyes: Flush 
with 

water for 15 
minutes

Skin: Wash 
with 

soap and 
water

Inhalation:
Move to 
fresh air

Swallowing:
Get 

emergency 
medical 

assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background for the Trainer:Discuss your company’s emergency procedures, so employees understand how to report and handle medical emergencies.  Where are first-aid kits and emergency shower and eyewash stations located?  Is the employee permitted to take another employee to the eyewash station, or does a person trained in first aid need to do this?Speaker’s Notes:This first-aid information is generic and will work for most chemicals.  However, the chemical label and MSDS will provide the best first-aid information.  An MSDS should accompany anyone who is going to see a medical provider because of exposure to a chemical.



Spills and Leaks

Evacuate 
the area

Notify a 
supervisor 

or the 
emergency 

response team

Remove 
ignition 

sources (if safe 
to do so)

Stay 
away

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background for the Trainer:First of all, have employees discuss what types of spills or leaks might occur at your company.  Could a drum be punctured by a forklift?  Could a tank or pipe rupture?  What kind of chemicals could be leaked in volumes that would require evacuation?Discuss your company’s emergency response plan and the procedures that employees must understand to spot and report a spill and to evacuate.  This would be a good time to pass out an evacuation map and discuss evacuation routes and meeting locations. Speaker’s Notes:This training session is not intended to teach you how to respond to a spill or leak.  The intent is to make sure you know how to spot a spill or leak, how to report it, and how to evacuate the area.  This is also called “awareness level” training.



Importance of Labels
• The identity of the chemical
• Name, address, and 

emergency 
phone number of the 
manufacturer

• Physical and health hazards
• Special handling instructions
• Basic PPE recommendations
• First aid, fire response, spill 

cleanup

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background for the Trainer:Pass out chemical containers that you brought as examples.  Encourage employees �to read and look at the labels while you speak.  Someone will most likely have a question about something on a label.  This will encourage discussion.Speaker’s Notes:Labels are critical to your safety when working with chemicals at work and at home.  How many of you have taken the time to really read the label on a chemical?  A person will take the time to read the label on a can of food out of concern over the sodium or fat content.  However, that same person may be unaware that the label on a favorite cleaner warns not to breathe the vapors.Every label is different, but they all have similar information.  Labels will quickly tell you about the topics on the slide.Most labels will also have additional information and warnings that will help you work safely with a chemical.Make sure every chemical container has a label.  Put labels on secondary containers when used for a chemical that was dispensed out of a larger container such as a drum.  Labels on secondary containers can be as easy as the name of the chemical (e.g., acetone).Read labels, follow the warnings and instructions, and always ask a supervisor if you do not understand the label information.



NFPA Labeling Systems
• National Fire Protection Association = NFPA
• Blue = Health
• Red = Flammability
• Yellow = Reactivity
• White = Other hazards

or special handling
Scale:  0 (No Hazard) 
to 4 (Extreme Hazard)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:The NFPA and other organizations have developed a color/number coded labeling system.These labels are used as a quick identifier so you can easily determine the basic hazards associated with a chemical.  If the numbers in any colored area are high, �such as a 3 or 4, then you should definitely look more closely at the label and MSDS.  Compare two chemical container labels that have an NFPA label—one with low numbers and the other with high numbers.  You will find that the chemical with the high numbers will usually contain much more information about the hazards, PPE, special handling, etc.



Right to Know-GHS Update

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4_G-
Pr0JQ0 5 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4_G-Pr0JQ0


Safety Data Sheets (SDS) explains the: 

Chemical and 
manufacturer identity

Hazardous ingredients

Physical and chemical 
characteristics

Fire, explosion, and 
reactivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:Chemical identity:  Name, manufacturer’s identity number, chemical synonyms.Manufacturer identity:  Name and emergency phone number of manufacturer.Hazardous ingredients:  Shows the percentage of different hazardous chemicals that are in the hazardous product.  Also shows exposure levels such as PEL and TLV.Physical and chemical characteristics:  What does the chemical look and smell like?  Does it evaporate readily, and do the vapors rise into the air or do they stay near the ground?  Does it mix with water, and is it heavier or lighter than water?Fire, explosion, reactivity:  What materials are used to fight a fire that involves the chemical?  Does it give off vapors that burn readily?  Is the chemical not compatible with any other materials?  Does it decompose or possibly react with itself?



SDS (MSDS) (cont.)

Health Hazards
• Routes of entry

• Inhalation, skin/eye absorption, 
ingestion

• Exposure levels (PEL or TLV)
• Affects each person differently

• Symptoms of exposure
• Running eyes, difficulty breathing, 

nausea, skin burning
• First-aid and emergency information

• Consult SDS, supervisor, Seek 
medical attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:Health hazards is a very important section for you to read and understand.  It is important to know the signs of overexposure and how a chemical can affect you.Routes of entry:  How can the chemical affect you?  The main routes of entry are inhalation (breathing in vapors), skin absorption, and ingestion (swallowing).Exposure levels:  These are safety guidelines established by OSHA and ACGIH for the average adult.  However, each person is affected differently.  In fact, two people conducting the same work can be impacted differently.  One person can become sick from a chemical while the other doesn’t feel anything.Symptoms of exposure:  If symptoms occur, there has probably been overexposure, and the employee should stop using the chemical and seek first aid.First aid:  This section will explain what actions should be taken to correct overexposure symptoms.



SDS (MSDS) (cont.)

Personal 
Protective 
Equipment 

(PPE) 

Safe 
handling 

and storage

Spills and 
leaks

Compliance 
issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:PPE:  This section is crucial because it explains how employees can protect themselves from health hazards.  The MSDS will provide guidance on skin, eye, hand, and respiratory protection.  It may also suggest use of mechanical ventilation (e.g., a fan).Safe handling and storage:  This section may suggest grounding chemical containers, keeping containers closed when not in use, storing away from incompatible materials and in a ventilated area, etc.Spills and leaks:   This section outlines steps to take in the event of  a spill or leak. Never try to clean up a spill or leak without the proper training.Compliance issues:  What are the disposal requirements for this chemical?  Does the Department of Transportation have specific shipping restrictions?  Is the chemical required to be reported under community right-to-know laws?



    

From: Office of Communications and Marketing

To: NSU Faculty and Staff 
Subject: Mandatory Hazard Communication Training for New Employees

Mandatory Hazard Communication Training for New Employees

OSHA’s Hazard Communication standard requires the University to maintain Safety Data Sheets (SDS formerly known as 
MSDS) for all potentially hazardous products used and stored on campus. OSHA’s Global Harmonization System (GHS) 
system includes new labels and hazard definitions.

A database for all chemicals used in University operations has been established. Many products are already listed. If you 
plan to purchase a chemical, cleaner, or product or have an unlisted product on hand, please check this database to 
determine whether the product is listed
https://msdsmanagement.msdsonline.com/company/280BD948-4BA8-4791-8DAB-8C48806A1C40. If not, obtain the 
Safety Data Sheet from the vendor and send a copy to Risk Management for approval prior to purchase. 

OSHA requires revised Hazard Communication Training for employees and students engaged in operations involving the 
use of potentially hazardous chemicals. This training assists you in identifying potential chemical hazards in your 
workplace. Training takes 10-15 minutes to complete.

Instructions: Click on this link - https://va.moatusers.com. Enter your user ID (email address) and password. If you have 
forgotten your password, click on "Request Password." A new one will be sent to you in seconds. A box pops up at the 
bottom asking you to allow popups. Click on "Options" then "Always Allow." From the menu on the left, click "NSU 
Vault." When it opens, click on "OSHA Hazcom Standard." A box will open; click "Agree" and then "Accept." Open the 
pdf file and complete "Globally Harmonized Hazard Communication Training." Training will be documented in the NSU 
database.

Contact 823-9142 for additional information.

https://msdsmanagement.msdsonline.com/company/280BD948-4BA8-4791-8DAB-8C48806A1C40
https://va.moatusers.com/


Guidelines for Using Bleach
Bleach must be applied to a 

surface that has previously been 
cleaned with an appropriate 
detergent. Bleach is solely a 

disinfectant and can be 
inactivated by microscopic 

organic debris. Care must be 
taken to completely rinse all 

detergent residues and 
thoroughly dry the surface prior 

to applying bleach so as not to 
further dilute the bleach 

solution.

A 1:32 (1 oz. per spray bottle) 
solution of regular household 

bleach (8.25% sodium 
hypochlorite) is appropriate for 

daily use. Bleach solutions at 
concentrations less than this 
may not be effective. Bleach 
solutions at concentrations 
greater than this will cause 

facility corrosion and 
respiratory tract irritation in 

both people and animals. 



Guidelines for Using Bleach cont. 
Bleach solutions 

should be stored in 
opaque containers 
and must be made 

fresh at a minimum 
of every 24 hours. 

Bleach rapidly 
degrades in the 
presence of light 
and when mixed 

with water.

Bleach solutions 
require a full 10 

minutes of contact 
time to ensure 

complete 
disinfection. If 
bleach solution 

evaporates in less 
than 10 minutes, a 
greater volume of 
solution should be 

applied. 

After disinfection 
with bleach 

solutions, surfaces 
should be rinsed 

and dried. Bleach 
can be irritating to 
skin and mucous 

membranes, so any 
residue should be 

removed.  



The Red Biohazard Bag

The Red 
Biohazard 

Bag is a bag 
used to 
collect 

biohazardous 
waste for 
disposal.

PLEASE NOTE:  
Red Biohazard 

Bags must never 
be placed or 

disposed of by 
municipal or city 
waste collectors 

(ex. Bay 
Disposal).

The following 
items can be 
found in a Red 
Biohazard Bag.
• Used Plastic tubbing
• Petrie Dishes
• Used Bandages
• Sharps Containers
• Used Gloves



Hazard Communication Summary

Identify chemical hazards by reading 
labels and MSDSs

Follow warnings and instructions, or 
ask your supervisor if in doubt

Use the correct PPE

Practice sensible, safe work habits

Learn emergency procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker’s Notes:These are the main points you should take away from this training session.



THANK YOU, For Your Attention!

We Wish You Success in Your
Career Here At 

Norfolk State University

“BEHOLD THE GREEN AND
GOLD!!!”
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